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SUBSTANDARD
LIVING AT BRAGG
One father's YouTube video exposes soldiers at Fort Bragg forced
to live in filthy barracks. PAGE 2
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Student found dead in apartment
tim of at least
one gun shot
wound
and
have
police
no suspects or
motive in the
case
The South-

MICHAEL J. McCRAY
Editor In Chief

Police responding to a suspicious activity call found the
body of an A&T student early
Saturday morning.

AGGIES MACEDAT
LOCAL CLUB
Students expecting a night of
partying end up getting more
than they bargained for with
security. PAGE 3
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Sophomore Derek Hodge II

was found dead in his apartment
on Kay Street in Greensboro.
Police are investigating the
death as a homicide.
Affectionately known as

"Lil D," the 21-year-old, Wendell, N.C. native was the vie-

Hodge

east Raleigh
High School
graduate had

declared a major at A&T.
Students
remembered
Hodge's life on Facebook and
around campus. His sister startnot

ed a Facebook group in his honor that at press time had nearly
1000 members.
A statement from his sister
to that group said, "My brother
Derek was my HEART and
Iknow it was vice versa," said
Karla Hodge. "Bad things happen to good people, surely my
brother wasn't perfect but he
was REAL and he loved everyone."
Students used the group to

offer up their condolences to
the family and share their fond

Rogers of the Greensboro Police Department said that no one
else was in the home when officers arrived and that detectives
were unsure of whether the residence was broken into.
Rogers was also unable to
elaborate on the suspicious activity reported or who made the
call to authorities.
Hodge's case is the seventh
homicide in the city since the

memories, pictures and videos
of a life cut short by violence.
A statement from incoming
SGA president Marcus Bass
said that, "He (Derek) left an
amazing legacy of friendship,
love and Aggie Pride that will
forever remain with each life
that he touched."
The

Student

Government

Association will be having a
memorial for Hodge in the NCB
Auditorium at 5 p.m. today.
In a report in the Greensboro
News & Record, Capt. Janice

year began.
Staff Writer Stacie Bailey
also contributed to this story.

the

BLACK STRUGGLE
CONTINUES

Miss USA stops in
Aggieland to honor
Buffalo Soldiers

The struggle for Blacks to fight inequality in America continues but
can the war be won. PAGE 5

COLLEGE VIBE
IS MISSING
Greensboro is an amazing college
town but you couldn't tell by looking at the Eastside. PAGE 5
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A chancellor ready for'Battle'
SOFTBALL GEARS
UP FOR TOURNEY
The Lady Aggies Softball team
keeps grinding their way through
the regular season as they prep for
the MEAC tournament.

the

CARLTON BROWN,
ASHLEY VENABLEand
BRITTNEY HANNAH
Contributors

ceremony, however peers who
know Battle on a more per-

With an official installation,
the three-day celebration of
A&T's 11th chancellor, Chancellor Stanley Fred Battle,
came to a close on April 25 in

all over the state congratulating
Battle, it was clear that he has
earned the respect of many and
has began to earn the respect of

many agree that Chancellor

Stanley Fred Battle is a man of
both faith and hard work.
Alumni, faculty, as well as
the student body gathered to attend the closing commemorative ceremony. Many individuals addressed Battle during the

comfortable and confident that
he the right man for the job,"
said seniorAshley Mintly from
Washington, D.C.
SGA President David Street
spoke about A&T's proud tradition saying that at A&T "You

without work is dead, and

INTERNATIONAL
A quick look at an up and coming
group sure to make a wave on the
music scene.. PAGE 8

WEATHER»
70°
Lo:44°
Hi:

MALCOLM S.EUSTACHE
Sports Editor

THURSDAY: Sunny | High 79°

problem in recent years.

theWORLD

theYARD...
theWORD...
theSCORE..
theSCENE.

edge. Street's powerful speech
brought the installation attendees to their feet.
Dr. David G. Carter, Sr.,
Chancellor of Connecticut
State University System and
Chancellor Battle's mentor,
told the Aggie family ofhis admiration of the man they were
celebrating.
He quoted Proverbs 29:18,
"Where's there no vision the
people shall parish and that we
have a visionary here," said
� See CHANCELLOR o)i Page 3

forum

dom.

On Saturday, April 26, a
panel discussion was held for

� See MISS USA on Page 3

Aggie researcher creates ethanol using duckweed

FRIDAY: Partly Sunny | High 82°

»
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can come poor and leave rich."
He said that college here is
much more than a four-year
process, you leave wealthy
with a vault full of knowl-

No corn, no problem
The problem of rising gas
and food prices has had the
global community starving
for an answer to this growing

INDEX

sonal level stood out amongst
all others.
With fellow colleagues from

A&T students.
"I think Chancellor Battle
is a great Chancellor to head
this university. He's already
been doing so, so I feel really

Corbett Sports Center.
Many students feel faith

MEET THE

"Fighting on Two Fronts: The
Struggles and Contributions of
the Early Black Soldier."
This panel' discussed why
Courageous, determined and
groundbreaking are all words the legacies of the early black
used to describe the Buffalo soldiers need to be preserve.
Soldiers.
"Students at all grade levels can
They were the first elitist achieve success at reading and
group of African Americans writing by using the model of
that served in both the Revothe Buffalo Soldiers", said Erlutionary and Civil Wars. The nest Hooker, a GulfWar veteran
nickname Buffalo Soldier stems and history professor.
He use's the example of
from their fierce fighting style
which resembled that of the Henry O. Flipper. Bom a slave
like's ofthe animal.
in 1856, Flipper faced extreme
Their accomplishments were prejudice. He met the requiremade during a time when slavments to enter into West Point
but upon arrival he was shunned
ery and its doctrine rained supreme. Despite these obstacles by his peer due to the color of
African American men and his skin. For the next four years
women upheld our nation's not a single classmate chose to
freedom and liberty in winning speak to Flipper.
both American Wars.
Lieutenant Flipper graduMuch time has passed since ated earning himself the esteem
the Buffalo Soldiers defended title of the 1st African American
our nation. History books have graduate from West Point. Bob
forgotten the contributions of Snead a military serviceman of
our nation's 9th and 10th cavthirty years cites "Flipper was a
alry. African Americans in all man ahead ofhis time."
entities ofthe military are being
Another prominent Buffalo
completely, "glossed over" said Soldier was Cathy Williams.
Purvis Eichelberger, a GulfWar Williams disguised herself as a
man in order to gain entrance
veteran
This misrepresentation of into the military. Cathy Wilhistory has called for A&T's liams became Williams Cathy
Political Science and Criminal and lived a long life of 82 years
Justice departments to hold a in both independence and freeALEXANDRIA HARPER
Register Reporter

The solution to this crisis
may have been found right
here at A&T.

Dr. Abolghasem Shahbazi,
the former chair of the North
Carolina Sustainable Energy
Association and a bioenvironmental engineer, claims that
the answer is in the swamps.

Using duckweed, the smallest angiosperm that grows in
water and ponds, researchers
say they can use this as a new
form of ethanol.
"We're trying to alleviate
global warming and reduce our
dependency on fossil fuels,"
said James Berghs, an A&T
graduate student pursuing an
environmental engineering degree. "I'm very much in this
field because I really think
it's something we have to do

safety, which could possibly
be the largest advantage of the
duckweed plant.
Unlike fossil fuels, which
put new chemicals into the air,
ethanol is simply recycling
what is already in the environment. Ethanol is not a new discovery however. Already being
used, and even mandated in
some states, to be a 10 percent
blend with the gasoline in cars,
ethanol had already been in usage through com.

quickly."
But maybe more important
than the speed ofthe job is the

The difference is that now

� See ETHANOL ow Page 3
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PHOTO BY INSERT NAME • AFFILIATION
MAKING A SPLASH! After sitting idle for months the fountain behind the Memorial Student Union
was roaring again, just in time forSpring weather. MORE ON PAGE 4
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Conditions at Fort Bragg cause uproar online
ROBERT BURNS

Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — Army
officials said Tuesday they are
inspecting every barracks building worldwide to see whether
plumbing and other problems
revealed at Fort Bragg, N.C,
last week are widespread.
Brig. Gen. Dennis Rogers,
who is responsible for maintaining barracks throughout
the Army, told reporters at the
Pentagon that most inspections
were done last weekend but he
had not seen final results.
While not providing specifics about problems discovered
during the weekend inspections,
Rogers indicated some deficiencies were corrected.
In cases where extensive repairs are deemed necessary, the
soldiers in that housing would
be moved elsewhere until the
fixes are completed, he added.

Rogers said it was too soon
to know whether the Fort Bragg
problem was an isolated incident. He acknowledged the revelations from a video shotby the
father ofan 82ndAirborne Division soldier showing poor conditions such as mold inside the
barracks, peeling interior paint
and a bathroom drain plugged
with sewage.
The soldier's father, Ed
Frawley, said he was disgusted
by the conditions that greeted
his son and the rest ofhis 82nd
Airborne unit that returned on
April 7-8 after a 15-month tour
of duty in Afghanistan.
"We let our soldiers down,
and that's not like us," Rogers
told reporters. "We let our soldiers down. That's not how we
want America's sons and daughters to live. There's no good excuse for what happened."
He said the problems in that
building have been fixed and

that a final paint job is in the
works
It is one of 24 barracks at
Fort Bragg that were built in the
1950s and are scheduled for demolition by 2013. The barracks
singled out by Frawley had been
remodeled in April 2006, Rogers said.
Rogers said the Army's standard procedure is to inspect a
barracks building to verify that
it meets Army standards before
it is occupied by soldiers returning from an overseas deployment. For reasons he was unable to explain, that apparently
didnot happen in the Fort Bragg
incident.
A spokesman for Fort Bragg,
Tom McCollum, told the same
group of reporters that the post,
which is one ofthe Army's largest with a population of 51,000
soldiers — including more than
12,000 who live on the post —
is saddled with 1950s-vintage

housing that is not popular with
soldiers.
Of the more than 12,000 in
barracks at Fort Bragg, about
2,500 are in those built in the
1950s, Army spokesman Paul
Boyce said.
"Are soldiers happy with living in the Korean War-era barracks? No," McCollum said.
They do not meet the expectations oftoday's troops, although
the Army has done what it can
to improve living conditions,
McCollum said, speaking by
telephone from Fort Bragg.
"Today, no matter how hard
we try, we can't put enough lipstick on this pig to make it more
pretty," the spokesman said. "So
are there soldiers complaining?
Yeah." He said they've been
complaining for decades.
Some lawmakers are calling
for Congress to investigate.
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
of New York, who is seeking the

Democratic presidential nomination, told The Fayetteville
Observer that she has asked the
Senate Armed Services Committee to hold a hearing on Fort
Bragg and the broader issue of
living conditions for returning
troops, the paper said on its Web
site Tuesday night.
North Carolina holds itspresidential primary next Tuesday.
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Students trying to party
Graduating set for May 10, Cosby speaking end up getting maced

CAMPUS NOTEBOOK

STACIE BAILEY
Register Reporter

It's about that time again.
Classes have ended, packing
has begun and the class of2008
is graduating.
On Saturday, May 10,
A&T's Spring Commencement
will take place in the Greensboro Coliseum Complex offof
W. Lee Street at 8:30 a.m. with
guest speaker, Dr. William H.
Cosby, Jr., delivering the commencement address.
This year, approximately
200 graduate students and
1,000 undergraduates will be
stepping foot onto the next path
of their journey. A rehearsal
commencement will be held
May 9 at 10 a.m. in Corbett
following a breakfast in the
Alumni Event Center at 9 a.m.
Graduating seniors can pick up
their name cards, lanyards and
chords at the Registrar's Office; tickets are not required for
guest attendance.

thel OTTER
CommunicatingThreats
4/22/2008 3:50 pirn.
Murphy Hall
It was reported that a group
of male students threatened staff
members after a judicial hearing.
There were no injuries reported.
No charges were filed at this
time

Weapons Violation

4/23/08,1:48 a.m.
Alex Haley Hall PVA

A University Police Officer
responded to the Alex Haley
Hall parking lot in reference
to a weapon violation.Two

non university related males

Seniors who are still unclear
of anything, there are several
reminders on A&T's homepage
under "News, Weather, Emergencies" located on the right
hand side and the Registrar's
Office is open to questions.
The Coliseum seats 23,500
and parking will cost between
$3 and $10 depending on location and event. Handicap spaces are available at cost and with
proper credentials; parking attendants and police officers will
be on duty to help directtraffic.
A large crowd is expected, so
early arrival is recommended
to avoid extensive searching
for a space. Surrounding neighborhoods or stores may provide
parking for a small fee.
Inside, the Coliseum provides concessions, several restrooms as well as elevators
to reach different levels of the
complex.
Food may be allowed inside
the arena, but not on the floor

where the graduates are. Conwere charged with possessing a
weapon on educational property.
The males were cited and

cessions will be closed after the of hotels close by such as: the
event has ended.
Sheraton at Four Seasons, Residence Inn, Hampton Inn, Drury
For those who have family members with impairments, Inn and more. Again, crowds
assistive listening devices are will be in abundance due to
available and interpreters for Mother's Day on Sunday, May
the deaf may be also. Be sure 11th.
As far as traffic, it has not
to have Greensboro's Telecommunication Devices for the yet been confirmed if there will
Deaf contact the box office at be signs along the highway or
least 10 days prior to the event near the Coliseum to direct
if either of these assistances is guests in the direction of the
Commencement, but be sure to
needed.
Most families want to take keep an eye out for Coliseum
their graduate out to eat and signs or alternate routes if you
know them. Also bear in mind
there are a variety of restaurants in close proximity to the that Katt Williams will be at the
coliseum. Restaurants on High Coliseum that night, which may
Point Road include: Chili's, contribute to nighttime traffic.
The Greensboro Coliseum
Darryl's, O'Brian's, Olive Garden and several others. Most address is 1921 W. Lee St,
large restaurants have tables Greensboro, N.C. 27403 for
for parties ofeight or more, but those of you who would like
the crowds may be more than to map quest directions for
guests.
usual because the commenceYou may also visit their
ment falls on Mother's Day.
For those coming in from website at www.greensboroout of town and need a place to coliseum.com or call (336)
373-2632.
stay overnight, there are plenty
was a victim of a Homicide duroff campus incident. The

ing an

investigation is

Larceny

st^kon^o^^^^^^^^t

4/24/08,1:35 a.m.
Suites
University Police responded
to Aggie Suites in reference to
the Larceny of a computer and

Aggie

its accessories.
The estimated value ofall the
items is $2070.00. There were
no suspects or witnesses.
Information

4/26/08/6:45 p.m

m Campus

Greensboro Police advised
Police that a student

Tiffany Adams

Imiyersity

Chancellor's installation week ends
"Chancellor Battle, feels
good to say that," said University President, Erskine
Bowles, while announcing the
completion ofthe installation of
the Chancellor. Immediately
afterwards the University Wind
Ensemble and the Choir jointly
performed, Battle Hymn of the
Republic.
After the choir serenaded
the audience, Dr. Battle spoke
on how the choir does not have
any scholarships and how he in-

tends to fix that issue along with
other issues that will ultimately
beat the campus drawbacks in to
submission.
Battle spoke his final words
stating that A&T is still a wonderful institution and "We are
not a secret."
Chancellor Battle said that
he wants people to do three
things when theyapproach him:
tell him what you want, what
you're intended to do, and give
him some money.

cally cut the cost offuel
He also feels the plant will be
used for fuel nationwide within
five years.
it is being taken from a non"I hope that people are startfood source, duckweed, which
ing
the
to realize how serious this
only
help
ever-climbing
can
is now that gas prices are sky
food crisis.
Duckweed produces up to rocketing," said Bergh.
In fact, they have reached the
1000 gallons of ethanol an acre
to
com
The national average
comparison
exosphere.
per year, in
producing 300 gallons per acre is now the highest in American
history at $3.61 per gallon. The
annually.
Shabazi, not only expects his cost of oil is $118.75 to the barresearch will cut down on the rel.
demand for com and the subIt may have taken these high
sequent hike in food prices, he prices to awaken a global socialso believes duckweed will one ety that was seemingly slumberday replace gasoline and drasti- ing on the urgency of environ-

mental issues. Now people are
exploring all alternative options
to fossil fuels like hydrogen and
solar power.
According to Bergh, who attended Guilford College for his
under-graduate and is currently
working on his thesis on the
duckweed part of ethanol, the
nation needs to begin building a
hydrogen or solar infrastructure
to prevent the inevitable.
"I think thatby the end ofour
lives, either we're going to have
found some new energy source,
or we're going to have to scale
back significantly in the way we
live," said Bergh.

CHANCELLOR From page 1
Carter.

During his final regards, he
spoke, with tears running down
his cheeks, about Battle's compassion and willingness to listen.

At approximately 2:45 p.m.,

with the help of his wife and
Chancellor
daughter,
Battle was officially installed as
the 11th chancellor ofA&T.

ETHAN0L From page 1

The conversation continued
with special guest Mrs. USA of
2007-08, Stephanie Hunt. Hunt
gave her thoughts before the
panel.
"I was told a black girl will
never win that pageant," said
Hunt, who was the first African
American to win Mrs. USA. Her
story is like the Buffalo Soldiers
because she too had to break
down barriers and stereotypes
in order to become the first.
James P. Mayes, director of
Criminal Justice, concluded the
dialogue by saying "I make it
my business to honor black soldiers in the military." This idea
was understood and concurred
by the rest of the panel. The
right and privileges we use today were paved by the Buffalo
Soldiers and their bravery.

Do you have
much 2 move?
Student discounts available!

Scene Editor

The

BRYAN
MS in Accounting
Creating Leaders Among Accounting Professionals

• Open
MISS USA From page!

journalism and mass communication major Tia Davis. "I still
had fun though."
Nxtlevel claims that the comWhile people were dressed
at
dancpany has no affiliation with Muin all white Music City
ing to hit songs and breaking a sic City's security. However, for
sweat, otherpeople were outside future reference Nxtlevel will be
and irritated that theirpurchased hiring liscensed police officers
who are off duty to monitor the
pre-sale ticket was worthless.
Nxlevel did it again, with area to ensure that an incident
another successful one-color like that will not happen again.
With that, for the few who
themed party with a handful of
security with innovative ideas did wait in line and were witto control the chaotic crowd nessed the gun shots and tazing
outside the local club down were still able to get in.
Others'who didn't get in with
West Market Street.
NxlevePs lines continued a purchased ticket received no
to grow as the crowd got out refund due to the club being
of hand. Shots from security filled to its capacity.
Claims of white card tickets
were fired in the air, mace was
sprayed and people were tased. being replicated added to the
"I saw a girl running around venue hitting capacity with half
screaming when they sprayed of the people with pre-sale tickets not able to get in and with
the mace," said junior agricultual majorNicole Gwishiri, who only 31 people who paid at the
door.
did not get a chance to make inPeople also bribed the seside the club.
curity, paying them extra just
Due to some miscommunication with security according to to get in the party while others
snuck into the side doors.
members from Nxtlevel EnterThis caused a lot of unextainment Co. were not clarified
to
pected
guests entering the buildno conducted by the company
ing.
use those levels of force.
"We put out an official disSecurity was told by Nxtlevel that people with purchased claimer, you can make it availtickets should move them inside able to anyone with answers to
the venue as quick as possible. why the events occured," said
There were no instructions on Lawerence Wiggins, member
shooting armed fire in the air to of Nxlevel, and student from
A&T.
get the crowd's attention, the usmace.
Wiggins sent out a message
age oftasing people and
However, security may have of apologies and reasons for
felt it was best for them to do mishaps at the party on Facefor protection and to maintained book on behalf of Nxlevel Enchaos but was also a hazardous tertainment.
However, with all of the
acts that resulted in some stumadness going outside of the
dentsreporting to the police.
"I heard people outside bum venue, people inside were satrushed the front door and the isfied with the outcome of the
crowd got rowdy, what did they party and can't wait for the next
expecMo
junior pji^fgtr;
AASIYA TOWNSELL

to
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NCCU student's death remains mysterious
cated in Creedmoor.

GEOFFREYCOOPER
Black College Wire

The N.C. Central University campus continues to be
puzzled about the April 8 death
ofhistory senior Canon Tyrell
Fuller.

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • REGISTER

Water restrictions and winter weather kept the fountain from roaring most ofthe year.

Making a splash again
MICHAEL J. McCRAY
Editor In Chief

is "used to water." Along with
Jorge Martinez, the two clean
the fountain daily, scooping out

There it sat empty and yel- leaves and other debris.
The fountain is much more
lowing, its role being more eye
sore than center ofcampus life, intricate than the simple pool
then one day out of nowhere, and jets suggests. A wind methe water was on again.
ter just steps away controls the
The fountain behind the Mewater flow, making constant
morial Student Union suddenly adjustments to the strength of
stopped in September. Water the stream throughout the day
restrictions across the state had to keep passing students from
finally hit A&T and Governor getting sprayed. Underground
Mike Easley urged North Caropumps go to a mechanical room
linians to ease the strain on local inside the Union.
water sources. That meant exIt also recycles all of the wacess uses of water, which founter it uses making it surprisingly
tains tend to be, were shut off.
efficient. With a monthly price
Months rolled by and stutag under $60, spent entirely
dents seemed unaffected by on chlorine, it's inexpensive by
the lack of aquatic ambiance fountain terms.
Richards isn't the only one
between their classes. Really,
no one said anything about it. happy to see the fountain back
As leaves, discarded party fly- running.
Campus elections brought an
ers and gum wrappers began
to fill to once mightily roaring influx of student voters to quad
fountain, one maintenance staff working to reenergize the area.
member made the fountain his Coupled with a recent stretch of
labor of love.
good weather, Aggies are flockRicky Richards, a retired ing to the area, transforming the
Navy man, manages the founspace that just divided the quad
tain. After serving over 20 for most of the year into a viyears in the Navy he says he brant social meeting place.

Hip Hop gets an
intellectual takeover
man believes that there is currently a disconnection in hip hop
between scholars and artists.
He said, "There is a real disIn an effort to encourage
students to use hip hop culture connect between the scholars
to create awareness and share and the artists. Because many
knowledge, A&T student Julian oftoday's scholars are not conSummers, put together a prostituent members of hip hop
culture, they cannot speak to togram called "Hip Hop's Renaissance" on Thursday, April 17, day's artists on many levels."
2008.
Sims focused more on the
Summers said there is a psychological aspects of Hip
need to "Revitalize the current Hop's Renaissance. He started
situation for hip hop's future" by describing the renaissance as
and believes the solution is for a "marriage between the artist
scholars to "Bring intellectual and the intellectual."
property to the artist's hands."
He shared information on the
The speakers for the program Harlem Renaissance and how
are both A&T professors. Bryon it contributed to our society.
Turman, who teaches the history He spoke of how youth today
and social relevance ofhip hop, would rather listen to an artist
and Brian Simms a professor of than an intellectual.
For example, 25,000 people
psychology.
Turman focused on the culshowed to hear Marcus Garvey
tural relevance of past scholars. speak at Madison Square GarDuring the Harlem Renaissance, den in the early 20th century but
the artists and scholars were that same amount would only
working hand in hand.
show up to hear Jay-Z today.
He mentioned the relationSims believes that the hip
ship between Langston Hughes hop generation is the generation
and Arthur Schomburg and how that will tear down the commuSchomburg's influence surfaced nication barriers and get its prein some of Hughes' work. Tur- decessors to listen.
paul McGregor

Contributor

The State Bureau of Investigation suspects that Fuller's
death may have been an aggravated assault.
In an April 10 search warrant, Creedmoor police officials state that household members and staff told them Fuller
"was assaulted by two residents
within 24 hours ofhis death."
Recreational sports man-

agement senior Corey Dinkins
recalled the day of his friend
and roommate's death. During
a 10:40 a.m. break, Dinkins
was enjoying his break from
classes, laughing with friends.
But his funturned to sadness
when he got word that Fuller
had died early that morning.
The 21-year-old from Lincolnton collapsed the evening
of April 7 while working at
Will's Place, a level-three licensed group home for mentally ill or emotionally disturbed
children and adolescents, lo-

REGISTER
Box E-25
1601 E. Market Street
Greensboro, NC 27411
Newsroom: NCB 328A
(336) 334-7700
www.ncatregister.com

lies are involved in church.
"It really came as a shock

me," said Dinkins. "I didn't
want to believe it. When I
heard it was true, I just had to
get away from everyone and
to

everything."

that individuals who had sexual contact or shared drinks or
cigarettes withFuller seek antibiotic treatment.
Kendrick Vann, supervisor
of Will's Place and an NCCU
alumnus, declined to speak to
the Campus Echo after numerous attempts to ask about the
night Fuller fell unconscious.
Fuller's autopsy report has
not been released.
Carol Schriber, a spokeswoman for the N.C. Department of Health and Human
Services, said that although the
results ofFuller's autopsy were
inconclusive, examiners are
not ruling out the possibility of
meningitis yet.
Currently, the Office of the
Chief Medical Examiner along
with the Center ofDisease Control are conducting more tests.
Fuller was scheduled to
graduate May 3 with a bachelor's degree in history and a
minor in psychology.
He was a resident assistant
the
400 and 500 buildings of
in

Granville County Emergency Medical Services Director Martin Bragg said an EMS
report recorded a 9-1-1 call to
313 Park Ave., the address of
the group home, at 10:53 p.m.
After Fuller collapsed, he
was taken to UNC Hospital in
Chapel Hill, where he never
gained consciousness. Fuller
died Tuesday, April 8.
Durham County Health Department and NCCU Student
Health Services initially suspected that Fuller may have
died from meningitis, an inflammation of thin tissue that Campus Crossings.
surrounds the brain and spinal
Darrin Scott, resident dicord, called the meninges.
rector of Campus Crossings,
An April 9 e-mail from said he heard ofFuller's death
Chancellor Nelms suggested around 11 a.m. Tuesday.

He said Fuller's death came
as a shock, as he had just spoken with him that Saturday.
Scott said he hada big brother relationship with Fuller. He
remembers Fuller as someone
who enjoyed life.
"He always had a comedic
approach to everything," Scott
said. "Along with him being
very sociable and humorous,
he was most responsive to anything asked of him."
Fuller's death also hit home
for history chair Carlton Wilson, one of Fuller's professors.
"It's a sinking feeling," said
Wilson, "when a parent sends
their child off to college and
has to get a call like that."
Wilson, along with other
friends and family of Fuller, attended funeral services at Zion
Hill Baptist Church in Cher-

ryville on Sunday.
Wilson said Fuller's degree

will be awarded posthumously
at commencement.

Dinkins said Fuller's death
is an emotional time for everyone who knew him.

"We just have to be strong
during these times and lean on
each other for support," said
Dinkins.

Oral Roberts U. exploring layoffs, budget cuts
JUSTIN JUOZAPAVICIUS
Associated Press

TULSA, Okla. (AP) — Layoffs
and other budget cuts are possible for debt-ridden Oral Roberts University, as the tiny evangelical school looks to regroup
from several financial scandals
and keep enrollment from sliding further, the school's trustees chairman said.
"We can't spend more than
we bring in,* said Mart Green,
an Oklahoma City businessman who recently donated $70
million to the school. "Let's
find out where we're fat, where
we're thin and make this place
strong, and not just going hand
to mouth year after year."
Green's comments on Friday came days after a tense
faculty meeting where admin-

IN FOCUS Leroy Mikell

We'll be back >
The A&T

Dinkins said he and Fuller
were good friends from freshman year until Fuller's death.
He said they meshed well
mainly because both their fathers are pastors and their fami-
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istrators braced professors for
the possibility of job cuts as a
way to make budget ends meet.
Professors were also implored
to persuade students thinking
about transferring to return to
the school in the fall.
"The message in the fac-

ulty meeting was, 'Hey, we're
not on easy street just because
we've got $70 million,'" said
ORU interim president Ralph
Fagin.
In an interview withThe Associated Press, neither Green
nor Fagin offered specifics on
how many positions or programs might getthe ax, but said
the school is exploring all options as itreviews each department, a process that could take
several years.
Already struggling to keep
enrollment numbers up, ORU

was rocked by afinancial scandal last fall that led to the resignation ofRichard Roberts, who
had been school president since

Christian bookstore and office
supply chain, declined to comment on the status of several
lawsuits the school still faces
1993.
in the wake ofthe scandal from
He left amid accusations of former professors, students and
misspending school funds to a former accountant.
bankroll a lavish lifestyle at a
The two professors, Tim and
time when the school was more Paulita Brooker, whose Get. 2
than $50 million in debt. He lawsuit claims they were forced
out after alleging financial and
has denied wrongdoing.
the
ethical wrongdoing on the part
the
past
eight
years,
In
school has lost 500 students, of Richard Roberts and his
and projected enrollment for family, have asked the school
the fall 2008 semester could for $2.5 million to settle.
be 150 students fewer than the
Attorneys for the professors
3,166 who attended last fall, and the school declined to comFagin said.
ment this week on any potential
Even with Green's donation, negotiations, citing a judge's
the school is $25 million in debt gag order.
and has deferred maintenance
"We're doing the best we
costs between $50 million and can to go through the legal pro$60 million.
cess," Green said. "Let the leGreen, founder ofMardel, a gal process take its course."
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Black struggle: The never ending story
College vibe absent
The
on E. Market Street
Greensboro
I ft

endless discussions of
how to "save" our black
people are just that, end-

is a really great
college town, but you
wouldn't be able to see that
from looking at the Eastside.
While A&T boasts one ofthe
most vibrant campuses around,
our campus surroundings are
a far cry from those at UNC
Greensboro, Guilford College
and Greensboro College.
The Eastside has all the
familiars. Fast food chains,
churches, convenience stores,
barber shops and salons but
missing are the things that make
college towns their own living,
breathing communities.
Independent businesses are
few and far between on the E.
Market corridor and the ones
that are present aren't exactly
popular. Let's just compare
In a recent conversation I had
with a UNCG student who was
envious of our campus life but
the reason our campus life is so
active is because the second you
take a step outside the friendly
confines ofA&T, your options
for activity are hardly diverse.
If you're a student who
doesn't spend your a lot of time
clubbing, what is there for you to
do around here other than spend
nights in Bluford Library? And
while a first date on campus
may be cute to some, there is
hardly an ideal spot for a casual,
non-threatening connection to
happen on the Eastside.
CitiTrends and Foot Locker aren't exactly quaint coffee shops or college hangouts
where you can have a nice little
outing.
Maybe the problem is A&T
is so intertwined with the Eastside.
The fusion of the students
and outside people here can be
a beautiful thing but lost is that
bubble that college provides.
Insulating you with people like
you and not meshing your lives
together. College is supposed to
be a different world right?
Riding around the city, I'd
kill for a Tate Street environment on the Eastside. Where
other than Subway, almost all
the restaurants are independent.
You can get the Summit Avenue fare anywhere. Seriously,
anywhere! But you don't get a
selection like a Sushi Republic,
Indian Palace or New York Pizza around here. We don't even
have a Starbucks! And I've seen

those within
shouting distance of each
other.

Take a look
at the Guilford
College area.
It offers those
familiars
but
MICHAEL J.
ta s te ful1y
McCRAY
our
dices
usual banks,
grocery stores and eateries with
local charms like record stores,
intimate restaurants and cool local businesses.
I commend Tasty Grill and
Bar-B-Que Palace for trying to
nurture the independent business around A&T but two aren't
enough and our students don't
seem to mind. They don't mind
driving across town to Edward
McKay or Addam's to look for
books that are cheaper than our
bookstore, ignoring the fact that
a bookstore on E. Market could
easily offer the exact same
thing.
They don't mind that there
isn't a casual dining restaurant
within a mile of school other
than what? Pizza Inn? They
don't mind that we don't have
a movie theater or deli or that
Tuscana's is the only bar within
reasonable distance you can go
to and catch the game.
I'm sure those lifelong Eastsiders would like the experience those inherently collegiate
things the other side of town see
as daily norms.
Many ofthose who've grown
up in the shadows ofthe university, have had their family work
for or educate themselves at the
university for generations deserve to have more than just a
visual makeover like brick sidewalks and a new bridge but the
real change that comes with revitalizing an often ignored part
of the city.
Whether itbe with the city of
Greensboro or Guilford County, those in charge need to address the issue ofallowing A&T
to continue our unique relationship with the E. Market corridor
but allowing us to have the college lifestyle as well.
Michael J. McCray is a senior
Journalism and Mass Comm
major and editor-in-chief of
The A&T Register.

We're almost to
the very best part
So at 7 a.m. this morning I
was lying awake in bed when
it "dawned on me, life's inconsistencies are what forces us to

sometimes

ourselves
that need to
change for the
better.
A part of
love is growth.
For instance,
in that time of
inconsistency
take a break
from
each

change.
Let me explain. We all know

that life isn't fair, what we think
should happen or how we plan
things don't always fall into
place. What do you do in response? You change.
Whether it's what you
planned or the order you wanted
it to go in. Get where I'm going? Now let's look at it a little
closer.

it

is

TIFFANY

GRANTHAM
other.

That doesn't mean go talk to
other people for a little while
then try the relationship again;
actually take time to think about
what you did as an individual to
hurt the other person.
Realize your faults and make
a change in them. Come together for a compromise and to reconcile the situation.
Easier said than done I

Love, as we all know is very
inconsistent. You have your
good days, bad days and days
where you're like forget it! I
don't care anymore.
However, it's those inconsistencies in love that you fight
through together that makes
the relationship stronger. Now know.
I know if you have too many
Although, this is what you
negative changes it won't work; would do if the relationship was
but does that always mean you worth fighting for? If you really
have/need to change the person cared and had a passion for that
you're dating?
person, right? The basis ofit all
How many people have truly is, no matter how stubborn you
taken the time to think about are; inconsistencies and change
what they did wrong in a relais the inevitable.
tionship that caused their partIt's how you respond and
ner grief?
evolve from them that make you
A question rarely asked but who you really are.
should be taken serious, for

.

less
I recently attended a forum
on campus where Olen Gerald,
an A&T police officer, spoke
briefly on the rights of the po-

lice and citizens who touched
on the situation dealing with
the incident in with Sean Bell
who was shot 50 times by the

NYPD.

Of course, like all forums
dealing with black people
who were shot by the police, it
makes room for other topics to
be discussed like how to save
black people from the war with
White America, because black
people are constantly at war
with white people, right?
I'm for the improvement of
all people but before I say this
next statement let me redeem
myself by giving you a brief
synopsis of me two years ago
at A&T.

I was heavily involved in
organizations on campus that
pertained to the betterment of
our people, and when I say our
people I mean African Ameri-

.

cans (both of with evil booty shaking songs
my parents sending out sublimlinal mesare black if sages to young kids to make
you're
are babies and telling fathers not to
pay child support.
wondering).
I
I was still thinking that the
spent
my
entire white man secretly wakes up
sophomore every morning plotting to make
year
learning sure that my next days are a livAASIYA
black
hising hell and it's safe to say my
TOWNSELL tory, gaining thoughts have shifted.
knowledge,
I stopped attending those
listening to speeches from forums, rallies, marches and
Marcus Garvey to Che Gue- more. Why? Black people were
vera and of course spreading still shooting each other, fethe word of Black pride to my males still danced to songs that
fellow Aggies.
degraded them, my 16-year-old
With that I was labeled as cousin has a 2-year-old daugha revolutionist, feminist and a ter and not every white person
hippie. Not saying that those is out to get us.
labels are bad but knowing
With all that said, that
myself then, who could blame doesn't mean I gave up. The
them?
passion for black unity and the
Well I'm not even going to bettering ofour people is still in
lie, the hippie in me still runs me. For me, it was just a wake
thick. However, those labels up call, those actions did not
didn't bother me at all.
solve problems. If it did, we
I was ready to start a movewouldn't have forums on the
ment on campus, I wanted to never ending black struggle.
wake up students all around
Listening to these forums
me because they were clogging now, I still see the same two
their mind with the "deadly" or three activist leaders from
Black Entertainment Television Greensboro and on campus

who feed new ears the same
never ending story they once
fed me
It was crazy to me to actually see myself two years ago

when I saw freshmen and sophomores listening and astounded
by everything that came out of
their mouths.
Now, everyone had something positive to say with good
ideas on how to improve the
black youth with their education and the idea of supporting
black men but, what I noticed
withthose forums is that it ends
there, in the room. Leaving the
story of the black struggle unfinished. If the problem was
calculated in a T9 it would
show up as error.Maybe on this
campus, this problem is never
solved, only repeated.
You can talk all you want,
you can march all you want,
but ifyou're talking to a bunch
of people that think just like
you, guess what? Black people
are still going to shoot each
other, dance scandously in the
club and have unprotected sex
until you preach to those who
need to hear it the most.

Too much boom, boom on campus?
MIRIAM WELDERUFAEL
Black College Wire

I wake up in the morning and
I hear, Boom! Boom! Boom!
I am sitting in class trying

to pay attention to the lecture
when all of a sudden I hear,

Boom! Boom! Boom!
I am lying down in bed

and then again I hear, Boom!

Boom! Boom!

No, that sound is not my
heart and it's not a bomb. It is
the ridiculously loud bass coming from the back ofsomeone's
car coming down the drive onto
the campus.
Students as well as non-students are not being respectful
to the campus and the people

on the campus when they come

down the drive blaring theircar
stereos at a deafening volume.
There are people actually
here to get an education and
who do not want Club 54 on
wheels passing through at all
hours ofthe day and night.
It is extremely distracting
when you are trying to study
or sleep and it sounds like there
is someone drumming on your
desk and screaming at the top
oftheir lungs.
It is hard for me to understand why anyone would want
music that loud at all, let alone
at school. I guess they are trying
to look cool, but they don't.
I once heard an old man
say, "It seems nowadays all the

young people gone deaf."
I couldn't agree more.

The music coming out these

cars seems louder than the
music that I hear at the club.

Why does the music need to be
so loud?

If hearing the music while
I am in class and studying is
not bad enough, I have actually

been awakened in the middle
ofthe night on numerous occasions because of these earsplitting radios coming down the

drive.
UVI is not just a school to
me and many other students,

but it is a place of work and the
place where many of us sleep
at night. People coming up and
down the drive with loud music

actually is disrespectful to us
To make matters even
worse, most ofthe words being
launched out of these cars are
incredibly vulgar.
The volume is not the only
thing offensive about these
people imposing their "music"
on us, but the content of what
we are being forced to listen to
is provocative and inappropriate for a school setting.
If your idea of music is a
combination of curse words,
aggressive language and all
sorts of sexual implications,
that's fine, but please stop disrupting those ofus who are actually here trying to further our
education with any music and
especially not with that music.

Another Register class fades into the archives
MICHAEL J. McCRAY
Editor In

Chief

It's crazy to think that my
time as editor in chief of The
A&T Register has come and
gone.
I can remember my sophomore year when I watched that

senior staffstruggle to find the
words to sum up how they felt
about the paper and the people
that worked to make it happen
every Wednesday. For years I
said when the time comes I'm
going to have it all mapped out
and now that it's here, I have
no clue. (It's literally 5:14 a.m.
Wednesday as I write this).
First and foremost, I have
to thank the Register stafffrom
2004-05. My freshman year I
just came to the paper because
WNAA was stocked with onair personalities and I needed
to do something with my time.
I didn't even write my a story
my first few weeks, I just came
to contributors meetings and
threw out ideas for the kind of
stories I liked to see.
Erica Franklin, who ran the
meetings that year, dealt with
my strange way of doing things
and my ego for a semester and
saw fit to add me to the "official" Register family the next
year as a staffphotographer.
Under Erica Franklin, I continued to grow as a journalist
with much of that credit going
to Chad Roberts, who was a
former editor in chief that did
one thing to change my writing
for life. He ran one story exactly how I submitted it and after
that weeklong embarassment, I
vowed my work would always
be a reflection of my talents.
I owe him my internships,
my excellence in journalism
awards and a Red Stripe.
Back to E, I can remember
her banging on my apartment
door one day and asking me
where pictures were, needless

to say, I went out and

shot pictures that day. I like to think
my leadership style is a blend
between Chad's "do what you
feel like" casual approach and
Erica's "I need this yesterday"
appeal.

Also a major player in my
Register life was my sports
editor and adopted big brother
Mike Stanley. This dude really
became family for me. I was
closer to him that my actual
blood brother at one point in
time. Whether it was the Livestrong when it first came out or
the seemingly cocky demeanor,
this is the person I most swagger jacked in my years here.
Stancheka Boone was glue
to this group. Cheka Joy was
the most level headed person in
the group and easily the most
lovable.
Candra Whitley was the
epitime of an Arts & Life editor. Please believe you'd be
clowned in her column for
coming to class incorrect. You
could "definitely" bet on getting something sassy from her
on the daily.
I'm willing to bet that no
Register class before or after
us will ever be as close as we
were. From Mike Stan's probate, when his girl climbed a
brick wall in heels to Cooper's
for Wing Night religiously, I
was blessed to come into such
a nuturing environment for a
new journalist.

2006-07 was trying year for
the paper. We didn't always see
eye to eye, we didn't communicate but we still managed to get
our jobs done. Seeing Michele
Matthews have to shoulder
so much of the burden alone
that first semester as editor in
chief forced me to step up and
become the editor I am today
and helped me put together my
masterplan for what needed to
be done at the Register in the
future.

Michele along with Alexis
Mason dealt with my daily

arrogance, my good and bad
ideas but nobody held it down
with me that year like our copy
desk chief Josh Capers.
From arguing over Duke
basketball to bossing around
JBG, he went from the guy that
used to hand me a newpaper he
edited at home every week to
a major reason why we didn't
kill each other last year.
This school year saw some
of the most drastic changes the
Register's every seen. From the
design of our print edition, pay
scale, to the layout ofour newsroom, my staff put up with my
constant tweaking and clowning. All my stories about how
the Register used to be and all
these people they'd never seen
or heard ofand took everything
in stride.

This was MY staff! I hand
picked not only for the talents
they had as rising sophomores
and juniors but the potential to
be great in years to come.
Coming into the year, I
was challenged with unifying
a newsroom that was divided,
creating an atmosphere that
made people want to be here
while having one of the most
inexperienced staffs in the
country. That meant putting up
with issues and mistakes that
other papers didn't have but
like all strong people do, they
continued to work and I can say
now that they are ten times better than they were day one.
Malcolm Eustache (this
dude floats on air) and Leroy
Mikell (I do need a ride bruh)
held down the fort for me all
year long. It was a guarantee
to see them in the newsroom to
me all night working on making a product that most people
don't event appreciate. Our
daily debates made me enjoy
getting up in the morning and
coming to NCB.

Daniel Henderson was as
consistent as they come, seeing
his name on the Sports page
was like clockwork weekly.
Rob Medley joined us late in
the year but his addition only
made pur "bracket" debates
better. He's a man I've been to
school with since second grade
and lived with for three years
and I can finally say, he's on
the right track with this graphics thing.
My business staff starting
with Keri Miller and Nykkia
Outlaw who got the ball rolling
on getting this money this year
and Paul Haizlip who came
right in and did his thing.
The lovely ladies who held
us down. Tia Norrington, Candace Hackney, Ashley Withers, Asheley McBride and of
course Aasiya Townsell. You
all put up with my "negativity"
all year long and showed your
could hang with the big boys.
Aasiya is taking my job(and
my office) and as much as I
worry about her and the paper,
I'm positive she'll continue the
good things we startedthis year
and add a couple of her own
touches next year.
I saw two years go by where
I was the only returning staff
member but she will be the first
editor in years to have the bulk
of her staff back for another
year which can only mean
good things for the newspaper
and everyone it touches.
The Register has been my
family away from home, my
refuge, my click and my life.
I'm going to miss it a lot.
Brett Harrington, Ju McKinley, Jameya Porter, Jeuron
Dove, Darrick Ignasiak, all my
contributors this year (Shouts

,

out to SB, AR, AH, SJ, MH,

KT, LH and more) and everybody else I've worked with
over my four year at the paper,
it's been a pleasure. See you
guys for year 5 in the Fall!
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RUNDOWN
SOFTBALL
NORTHERN DIVISION
TEAM

MEAC

OVR,

8-3
8-4
5-5
2-8
0-10

26-15
16-15
23-22
12-16
9-28
0-32

MEAC

OVR.

11-5
11-5
10-6
7-9
1-15

14-6
17-14
16-15

Hampton

Howard
Delaware State
Morgan State
MD Eastern-Shore
Coppin State
SOUTHERN DIVISION

TEAM
North Carolina A&T
Bethune-Cookman
Norfolk State
Florida A&M
South Carolina State

12-36
2-18

THIS WEEK'S GAME:
Wednesday
vs: N.C. Central
Aggie Softball Complex

2 p.m.

-

BASEBALL
Bethune-Cookman
Delaware State
Florida A&M
North Carolina A&T
Norfolk State
MD Eastern-Shore
Coppin State

MEAC

OVR

15-0
10-4
9-5
8-6
5-9
4-12
0-15

28-17
15-25
17-18
21-25
18-18
5-39
3-45

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday (Doubleheader) & Sunday
@ Coppin State

Baltimore, MD
Saturday: 1 p.m.
Sunday: 1 p.m.
Wednseday
@ UNC Greensboro
Greensboro

6 p.m.

NEWS & NOTES
TRACK & FIELD Junior Lonnie Phifer
and sophomore Jerrine Foster earned
MEAC Track and Field Athlete of the Week
honors for their shot put performances.

SPORTS
NBA SIGNINGS
CHARLOTTE, N.C — Michael
Jordan will give his fellow
North Carolina alum, Larry
Brown, a chance to redeem
himself.Two years after his
ugly exit as coach of the New
York Knicks, Brown reached
an agreement on Monday to
return to the NBA as coach
of the Jordan-led Charlotte
Bobcats
NBA AWARDS
Scott was
NEW ORLEANS (AP)
voted the NBA coach of the
year by a wide margin following a regular season in which
the Hornets won a franchiserecord 56 games and earned
their first playoff berth in
four years. Scott received
70 first-place votes, while
Boston Celtics coach Doc Rivers received 23 and Houston
Rockets coach Rick Adelman
17.

—

NBA PLAYOFFS

Tony Parker scored 31 points,

Tim Duncan added 29 points
and 17 rebounds, and the San
Antonio Spurs advanced to
the Western Conference semifinals with a 92-87 Game 5
victory over the Phoenix Suns
on Tuesday night.
Chris Paul had 24 points, 15
assists and 11 rebounds, and
the Hornets held on for a
99-94 victory over the Dallas
Mavericks to win their firstround series in five games.
The third-seeded Spurs will
meet the No. 2 seed Hornets
in a second-round series
that begins Saturday at New
Orleans. The Hornets finished
off their series with the Dallas
Mavericks on Tuesday, also in
five games.

OLYMPICS

BEIJING —With 100 days to
go, the battle has been lost
to keep politics out of the
Beijing Olympics. Shimmering
venues and billions spent to
remake Beijing into a modern
city have been dulled by proTibet protests, chaos on the
torch relay and an anti-Western backlash by Chinese.
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Miami Dolphins sign former A&T defensive back Will Billingsley
MALCOLM S.EUSTACHE
Sports Editor

Dreams do come true

Cunningham ran down the
doors of segregation in a
game againt the University of

Alabama.

But for Will Billingsley, the
Prior to the integration of
reality of this dream requires college athletics, however,
no pinching. Just hours upon Historically Black Colleges
hours ofsprinting, weight train- were where the all of the best
ing, and cramming hundreds of black athletes played their
plays into his head.
respective sport beyond high
For the Miami Dolphins' reschool.
The lack of resources in
cently signed defensive back,
even sleep gets in the way of comparison to many of the
preperation.
larger, traditional colleges
"You can't rest. You really was never as much of a glarcan't have a bad day because ing issue until desegragation.
even if you make the 53 and
Fast forward to 2008, and
have one bad game, you can be the 'big time' universities
shipped out," said Billingsley. have no problems luring the
"The only way you can really top prep school athletes in the
feel comfotable is when you nation with the baites of high
sign that long term deal. But tech facities and consistent
it's a blessing to be here."
prime time exposure.
That 'here' was once A&T,
"Obviously, since we don't
for the strong safety out of Fort play on ESPN every week,
Wayne, Ind.
it's a little harder to be seen,"
said Billingsley. "All the NFL
Billingsley, a member ofKappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. teams have scouting departplayed three seasons (2003-06) ments and personel set up
as an Aggie.
across the country to find and
"Being at A&T developed me evaluate talent.But if you play
as a person as well as a football the gameright, the scouts will
player," said Billingsley. "We find you."
went from winning the champiAnd although it took the
onship in 2003 to not being a NFL nearly an entire year,
CONTRIBUTED PHOTO
very successful team in 2006. they eventually found BillingBILLINGSLEY
went
WILL
14
unsigned
joining
training
2007
before
the
on
thisyear
extensive
with
in
Dolphins
April
following
guruTomShaw.
sley.
It built character, determination, and perseverance."
After posting an impressive Woodson, and Reggie Bush.
said
parents,"
Billingsley. "Just School.
It was those three factors that pro day 40-yard dash time of
"He just boosted my confi- that drive to keep on going,
And after being a diamond
he learned in Aggie Land that 4.42 seconds, he caught the dence so much," said Billingsnever quit, and never give up found in the rough, Billingsley
would help him get over the obattention of college prospect ley. "Tom takes you to another on anything. I give them all the is adament on the NFL not losvious obstacles of coming from training guru Tom Shaw.
level and just pushed me to credit."
ing him.
Shaw, who has trained the prea relatively obscure school in
work even harder."
Billingsley, who was also an
"I just got my foot in the door,
the eyes of NFL scouts.
vious six Super Bowl MVP's,
He described his parents, who Indiana All-Star and attended but I feel like I'm starting all
That was not always the case
94 first round draft picks, and are still currently married, as A&T on a full scholarship, first over again," said Billingsley. "I
Almost forty years ago, colsix number one picks, is known his biggest role models and first fell in love with the game think that the Dolphins really
for instilling that hard working while in Fort Wayne in his famlege football was forever for his strength and conditionsee something in me. I'm just
changed when the University ing training. Names like Tom mentality in him.
ilies deep rooted football cul- working hard. The dream is just
of Southern California's Sam Brady, Peyton Manning, Rod
"T know I get that from my ture at R. Nelson Snider High beginning for me "
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May 11 (Thursday Sunday)
MEAC Tournament
Ormond Beach, Fla.

TEAM

The'Will'tomakeit

Softball ties conference
DANIEL HENDERSON
Register Reporter
For a player that was not
recruited at her 2007-08 position coming to North Carolina A&T, freshman Jennifer
Luper has exceeded expectations in her first tenure as an
Aggie athlete.
Luper has turned into a
force to be reckoned with
at the mound this season,
and broke a school record
for most wins in a season
Sunday afternoon in a tripleheader series A&T dominated against Norfolk State in
Aggie Softball Complex.
"I don't even know if my
coach knew that I pitched
like I do because she didn't
really recruit me for pitching," said Luper "She recruited me for playing the
field, so I had no expectations this season besides going out and playing the best
that I can."
Although she would not accept full credit for her team's
7-4 and 12 -4 victories
against Norfolk State in the
opening and closing game
respectively, Luper was a
highlight for both wins.
In game 3 Sunday, she ended the game striking out the
first two batters in the seventh, just before forcing the
last out in a groundball, and
opened the series allowing
only six hits in game 1.
"I don't win by myself,"
said Luper. "It's this big
thing that's due to that talent
and experience that we have
on our team right now
doing it and will determine
our potential in where we
will go," said Luper.
This talent was evident for
her in the tripleheader's 31
hits that A&T recorded this

.

lead 7-2 before documenting

the win.
Luper also witnessed the
same in success at the plate
from her teammates in game

1 after Norfolk State allowed
18 hits from the Lady Aggies,

with the team only surrendering one strike out.

Then she has observed experienced veteran players such
as senior Sylvia Felder lead
the way.
In game 2 Saturday, Felder
was a significant factor in the

Lady Aggies 8-0 win, finishing 3-3 with six RBI's at the
plate.

"We've really come together," said Luper. "By MEAC
tournament time coming up in
a couple of weeks, we should
really do really good."
Luper(19-4), is now the alltime pitching leader in a single season wins at A&T, and
was not aware of gaining the
school record before she was
informed by the public address
announcer after Sunday's victory.

"I didn't even know there

was a school record," said Lu-

per. "I didn't know who had
school records and what they
were. I hadn't really thought

about it. I'm just trying to get
wins."
Her effort in collecting wins

has resulted in the Lady Aggies (29-15-1,8-3 MEAC) record, which was second in the
conference.
But with the Florida A&M

Lady Rattlers defeating the Bthune CookmanLady Wildcats,
the Lady Aggies were able
to take a share of the MEAC
Southern Division title.

Although BCU will be the
number one see, A&T wrapped
up the number two spot.
"She's been tremendous with
her pitching and she's been
pretty much consistent with
her pitching," said head coach
Mammie Jones. "She's been a
valued asset to the team, and I
can see her being more important years to come."

Two seniors, oufielder Chao-

la Simmons and infielder Sylvia Felder were also honored
on senior day.
Luper will try to lead her
team into the post season on a
strong note, in the season ending battle Wednesday against
North Carolina Central at Ag-

Baseball team hits
the road before MEAC
DANIEL HENDERSON
Register Reporter
The road has not been very
friendly tb the Aggies this season.

But for A&T's final home
game, War Memorial Stadium
was not quite the friend it has

been in thepast either.
The Aggies lost 5-1 to the

Wofford Terriers on Tuesday
afternoon.
Although it was the final home
game for eleven blue-and-gold
seniors, it was not quite as sweet
as the official Senior Day on
April 27.

Joe Wade, Tim Johnson, Nick
mayo, Jeremy Jones, Phillip Brewington, John Primus,
Nelson Santos, Marquis Frink,
Joe Mclntyre, Neil Rosser, and
Chris Eggers were all honored
before the game versus the Del-

aware State Hornets

"They have meant so much to
our program," said Head Coach
Keith Shumate. "You can't measure the things these young men
have done for this program. I'm
so proud of these guys."
They gave him reason to be
proud during the third game of
that three game series, defeating the Hornets 8-2. It was an
improvement from their twopoint performance in a 5-2 loss
in game two. The Aggies dominated game one with a 14-2 victory.

Another player, not named

a senior, won an award. Outfielder C.J. Beatty won A&T's
Male Athlete of the Year award

on Monday.
The Aggies have six straight
games on the road before they
begin the MEAC Tournament
on May 15 in Norfolk, Va.

gie Softball Complex. Gamtime will begin at 2 p.m..

past weekend.

Trailing 2-1 at the bottom
of 4th Sunday afternoon,
A&T started a slugfest beginning with freshman Ryan
Hill's single to center field,
and ending with sophomore
Jessie Larson's RBI single
to right field that helped the
Lady Aggies assume the

For information, call Sgt. 1st Class Cheek
336-854-8580
2007. Poid tor u, th* Unites States Arm, Allrights reserved.

North Carolina JLaricultuarl'and'technical'State Vniversity
Cordially Congratulates Our graduation Class of2008!!!
Your Notable Achievement

AheadIn Your Life Aspirations
-rout(Dedication AndCommitment

Your Milestone Accomplishment

Congratulations andBest wishes in yourfuture endeavors!

Aggm m®Ein
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Students compete for best design
ASHLEY WITHERS
Neivs Editor

International
Fate brought them together and fate got them
on the stage, the trio rap
group is more then just
your average rappers, they
were destined to rhyme.

You may have heard them
live at the ArtLifestyle
Concerts brought to you
byAyinde Purnell, Alumni
who is now manager of the
group.

International, an under-

Unique dresses made to
party, revealing bathing suits
simply for show and outfits
designed for a ladies night
out were the focus of A&T's
"Bring it to the Runway."
The show was presented by
Fashion X-Cetera and the Department of Family and Consumer Sciences.
All outfits were created by
student designers with their
own models to show offtheir
clothing.
Each design was evaluated
by a panel of judges.
The judges were Dr. Nancy
Oliver, a fashion design assistant professor and Marcus
Ledbetter, alumni and manager of J. Crew (a men's store in
Greensboro's Friendly Center)
and Anthony Wilson, a professional designer.
DJ Blue A.K.A KidAzul set
the mood with upbeat music
as each model strutted on the
catwalk.

Montreal Clemonts and Tim signed blazer he that matched
Donaby were the moderators his model's dress.
Like most of the fashion
for the night and introduced
each model as they came to designers, Abea Evans created
her five pieces based on the
show off their designer cloththeme, "I like to party."
ing.
Antoinette Aguilar, a junior
Evans created two bathing
suits,
with
one gold and the other
from D.C, won first place
a cash prize of $200. Designpurple, called "Sex on the
Beach." These two suits were
ing five outfits.
Aguilar's attirereflected the one-piece cutouts that open on
the sides that revealed skin.
club scene with different de"Caribbean Breeze" was a
signs made creatively such as,
her black tube top dress made turquoise short dress a low-cut
out of elastic.
front out-lined with ruffles.
Another outfit she made
She won third place with a
was a fitted striped dress with cash prize of $75.
Junior LeShay Hyman
a v-neck in the back that was
sure to be seen soon around called his design "Urban Jungle."
campus and in the club accordOne of his outfits was a ving to Aguilar.
The "Bride of Fashion", an neck dress with safari prints.
"I made this dress for a
all white and gold embedded
dress made by senior Marcus woman who wants to be sexy,
Cobb, won second place with a sophisticated and classy all at
cash prize of $100. Receiving the same time," said Hyman.
For
junior Martinique
a great amount of applause by
the audience, Cobb explained Lewis, her three pieces were
how 80 percent of his outfit inspired by Greek art and fuwas hand sewn.
turistic fashion.
One dress was a white tube
He also wore his own de-

top dress trimmed in gold.

Lewis based the look on the
the Greek goddess ofspring.
The "Fifth Element" was a
white dress that exemplified
her persona of future fashion. The dress was accented
with silver on the collar with
attached silver ruffles on the
bottom of the dress. She also
had a circular cut also outlined
in silver in the front for a more
seductive look.
The Chinese culture inspired sophomore LaTanya
McRae as she designed and
modeled a long white tube
top dress wrapped in red fabric from the chest down and
opened in the middle.
Tamara Blanton went back
to the 70's as she designed
her black dress covered with a
gold sheer on the chest. Blanton explained how she wanted
to create a different type of
look with a cavarti style.
Designers were selling their
clothing items at the end ofthe
program while refreshments
was served.

ground rap group repre-

sents hip hop lovers nation
wide. Knowleadge-1,

Street fashion hits local store, Flybutter Boutique

Real4Real, and Magnedo
is a self-made group that
produces their own tracks
and write their own songs
from Winston Salem.
Their LP album entitled
"International Feel" is
their first newly released
album that is now available on itunes.
For more information and a sneak
peek listen you can find them on
www.myspace.com/internationalz.

Are you thinking that urban graphic tees and accessories.
chic boutiques only reside in It's a well deserved break from
large cities like Atlanta, L. A. the comer stores off of SumOr New York? Or how about mit.
The boutique holds in brand
they're so high priced you're
scared to even touch the names such as, Ed Hardy, Ben
Sherman, Junk Food, Chinese
clothes?
Well guess what? You're in Laundry, Crooked Monkey
luck. A boutique that's right with different assortments of
around the corner of West brand name purses and jewelMarket Street that's screaming ry. The prices range from $15
"NY's Soho" is at Flybutter to around $150.
Before entering, you are
Boutique.This is a place where
you can snag the flyest jeans, greeted by mannequins in

the window with a display of
funky clothes.
Stepping into the store the
walls are covered with urban
fashion with racks of sale
items towards the back of the
store.

The atmosphere is relaxed,
sales associates don't have a
set dress, they show of their
own individual styles.
Don't think that you can just
walk in any time, they have set
store hours. You can only view

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.

IRON MAN stars Robert
Downey Jr., Jeff Bridges,Terrence Howard and Gwyneth
Paltrow which hits theaters
Friday. Marvel's Comic
presents the tale of wealthy
philanthropist Tony Stark
(Robert Downey Jr.), who develops an invulnerable robotic
suit to fight the forces of evil.
-A.T.

their store by appointment on
Mondays. Tuesday through
Saturday they're only opened
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and
close on Sundays.
If you find that you still
don't have the time, visit their
Web site, www.flybutterboutique. You can view their new
arrivals and also shop online.
For discounts on purchases
you can sign up online and join
their street team.
-S.J

1. Anybody get maced this weekend? 2. Is pepper spray security's favorite tool? 3. Who actually bought a fake Nxtlevel white
card? 4. How many people had on fresh forces at the white party? 5. Who's excited to graduate? 6. Why is summer school everyday? 7. Is reading day your excuse to party on a tuesday night? 8. Anybody trying to get rid of their flex dollars? 9. Why are you
buying cases of Gateroade when we have one week of school left? 10. How many of you still owe money before you can graduate?
11. Who's excited about paying back student loans? 12. Anybody go to the Chancellor's Installation? 13. Anybody see the countless number of professors sleeping on stage? 14. Anybody anxious to come home to parents? 15. Or how about that minimum wage
summer job at a fast-food joint? 16. Did you land that internship yet? 17. Why don't most internships pay money? 18. How many more
daystill school starts back? 19. Is summer cut short for those still in school? 20. Aren't you sad to see the Register go?

LIL MAMA from'My lip gloss
is poppin', to a connoisseur
of dance group choreography
(MTV's "Best Dance Cow")
is a Brooklyn based diva
that has a lot of mouth and
attitude, dropping her debut
album this week VYP: Voice
of the young people.
-A.T.

ike to congratulate our students who
dermic excellence across our foundation
lentation of our program. You have risen
on the road to success. We commend
privilege to have you at A&T.
Eldred Hopkins
Joshua Hunt
Jamison Norwood
Melanie J. Jenkins

Kalilah Black
Steven Black

Harold Blake
Allen Blount
Desmond Bonner
Dorethas R. Bracey
Floyd Brown
Kevaughn Brown

Latia Burke
Kasheena Burris

Kevin Butler
Allison Byrd
Curtis Carrington
Kendra Carter
Kimberly Chimonyo
Atilah Claiborne

Jonathan Foster
Shamarria Foy
Endya Frye
James Generette
Andrea Gentry
Ronnie George

Gerik Gooch
Megan Goodman
Ryan Gore
Whitney Gore
Debra Gould
Carmalita Govan
Matt Hardin
Megan Hayes-Bell
Bobby Henry
Jennifer S. Hill
Lakeshia Hollenquest

Brandon Johnson
Ivory Jones
Jenee Jones
Kathryn A. Jones
Kimberly T. Jones
Matthew Joyce
Caleb Kennedy
Rahiem J. Klugh

David Lewis
Saira Mahmood
Christopher Mahone
Nathaniel O. Marable
Jasmine Martin
Rashod Felton Mason
Malachi Matson
Roland Mavoungou-Koualou

Shenicka McCollum
Jerry McCoullough
Christopher McLeod
Thomas Miller
Danielle Mills
Christopher D. Morgan
Tamala Murphy

Monta G. Nesmith
Alan Perano

David Perry
Carlyle Phillips
Lauren Pierce

Danielle Rassette
Ashley S. Reid

Victoria Revelle
Kristen Sampson
Martha Sawyer

Deseita Shinn
Akimi Sinclair
Lorean Smith
Tyela Smith
Annette Sparks

j ot,

Brian Tanis
§ £y p
Ryan Tatum
o" w 2 >
Nahmula Tengeri ft § o
William Tomlinsqisi c; 3. <
Jazmin Townes j fj o»
Amber Vital
Leisher Wainwright ■
Tariq Walker
Taurean Walson
Javonne Weathers

Shakema Witcher
Earl Womack

